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o u .r. m a r y. Paper gives a phenomenological description of the whole arcing process
.hioh has cake place in a fuse with single
notched fuse-element, but particularly the
fuse element burn-back and arc-channel physics. All considerations are based upon existing literature and own extensive shortcircuit experiments in the range 3-30 kA(RMS)
550 7, 50 Hz. Three stages are considered:
arc-ignition, arc-burning, post-arc recovery
v;iths band.
1. Introduction

section to the notch cross-section. If by
a given constriction ratio the short-circuit
current is of the magnitude, which can lead
to the multiple arcing, such case is excluded from considerations.

The paper deals with the arcing phenomena in
high breaking capacity fuses (h.b.c.) during
short-circuit current interruption. The arcing inder consideration takes place in a
fuse within multi-notched single strip fuseelement. In such a case known approaches do
assume several simplifications about the arcing physics to facilitate the calculations.
In this respect usually two arc aspects are
considered: the arc-elongation due to fuseelement burn-back and secondly,- the arc-column conditions in time. 3oth make possible
the arc-voltage calculation, hence the analytical prediction of h.b.c. fuse behaviour
in a given electric circuit is possible.

The arc-ignition voltages u^ in a notch one
can calculate using a number of the Hibner s
empirical relations. The newest one for round
notches is given in a paper for this IC3PA
[1]. Earlier 8 Hibner's publications on this
subject one can trace using "Digests"[2] .
The general form of all those relations is

u1«i»s-b

0)

where: c - some constant; iQ- cut-off current
S - notch cross-sectional area; a, b - constants (e.g. a=0.5, b=-0.2). Besides, there
is a number of consecutive approaches to the
arc-ignition physios [3-5]. The newest one is
given in a paper for this ICEFA[6].

Meanwhile the whole arcing process contains
3 following stages: arc-ignition, arc-burning, post-arc recovery strenght. The existing literature concentrates mainly on the
second stage. So one aim of the paper is to
give an integrated approach which includes
mentioned 3 stages. Not less important is
another aim, to show an improved look onto
the burn-back process and arc-column behaviour during the second stage.

During the arc-ignition appears the pressure
exploding componenet[7]• A clear record of
such a_ componenet is shown in Fig.1.
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2. Arc-ignition
Two groups of parameters are responsible for
arc ignition in the notches: first,- for a
given fuse-element material, the fuse-element
geometry, but particularly so-called the
"constriction ratio"; second,- the shortcircuit parameters amonawhich the most important is the prospective current. Under
"constriction ratio" one has understand the
ratio of the fuse-element shoulder cross-
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Pig. 1 Record during arc-ignition ana Burning in ice tube 10 mm dia, 150 mmlohg
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Although the record referres zo the ablative
arc investigations [&] , but the arc was ignitä by 0.1 mir. Ou wire in 150 mrc long ice
hole.The Figure .vas not shown in the paper

Standard fuse quartz sand of 0.2-0.5 ramm
sieve dimension was packed into the tested
Dill dimension 500 V fuse-links by a standard
procedure. The active fuse-element length
was 56 mm. Tests were performed within 3.1,
9.99 and 32 kA (RMS) , p„f.=C24 and 550 7,
50 Hz. After every shot the test voltage was
maintained 15 sec between fuse-terminals.

[S], cut belong
to the same series of tests as described in that paper(by courtesy
of 'rcf.A.Do Stokes). The physics ruling the
.ire explosion and the arc ignition in notches is nearly analogous. As a result of
notch-explosion X-ray photography after current interruption shows typical explosion
region (encircled in ?ig.2) . The region

From the literature are well known descriptions of the fulgurites after short-circuit
interruption (e.g. [10, 12]). But our inspection of more than hundred fulgurites after
above tests shows some new detailes essential for the burn-back process. Several of
them only one can deduce from the Figs 2 and
4. One can distinguish yet not described two
processes: droplet formation and acceleration
and droplet penetration into the sand. The
energy needed to get both processes shall be
drawn from the heat of overheated elementend (at arcing front xl in the Fig.3) . That
is why suggested in [10] for copper the droplet formation temperature 1356 K shall be
higher, otherwise the droplets penetration
into the sand is impossible.

1cm
Fig. 2 X-ray picture of a fulgurite, side
view, Cu-strip 6xo.2 mm.“*, 2 constric2
tions 1.2X0.2 mm , 12 mm apart, 3.1kA
shows complete lack of the metal particles.
Moreover the cavity after explosion indicates the largest cross-setion. As it will be
demonstrated farther, the encircled region
is one of the major componenet of the postarc gap to withstand the recovery voltage.

In the literature the droplets,formation and
acceleration processes are described for arc
cathode root on contact switches only [13,1^»
In this case the surface in touch with the
root is prctically unlimited in comparison
with the cathode-spot dimensions. '.Vhereas in
fuses the element-end area at the arcing
front xl (Fig.3) is restricted, for example
in our experiments up to 1.2 mm2. So in both
cases the droplet process can show some differences. But qualitatively it seems is similar one to that demonstrated in the Fig.=.

2. Arc-burning
2.1 Burn-caok process
One of the most advanced approach to the
bum-cack process is done by [9] which exploits very much the results of a basic work
[10]. Repeated after [9] Fig.3 shows phases
distributed along the element-end during the
burn-back process. At the arcing front x=xl
the liquid silver is overheated up to abt
1700 K, whereas in the case Cu-strip the liquid reaches Tdrop= abt melting poit, i.e.
1356 K 10 .
drop
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Fig. 3 Phases within fuse-element during
burn-back process [9]
To verify the model taken in calculations [9,
10] a number of tests were carried out, described in detailes in [11] using strip Cu-elaments, 6X0.2 mm^ with notches 1.2*0.2 mm2
(constriction ratio 5). The number of notches 1 to 5 within distances up to 15 mm.
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Fig. 4 vross-secticn of fulgurite cut along
the arc-channel axis, Cu-strip 6Z0.2
mm2, 2 constrictions 1.2*0.2 mm2, 1
mm apart, 3.1 kA, 1 - bright dots on
the rim are Ou droplets

Prom the fulgurite inspection remarkably is
that the droplets diffusion into the sand
the very element-end shows nearly ideal symmetry, i.e. half of the strip metal is removing in one and second half in opposite direction, both perpendicular to the strip
flat surface.
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Consecutive pictures showing droplets
ejection from the cathode-element-end
a - melting and deformation of liquid
b - droplets ejection, c - heating
and vaporization of droplets, I - space charge zone, II - ionization zone
Note: Zones I and II in Pigs b and c
are not shown.
The droplet penetration into the sand shall
depend first of all upon:
- the kinetic energy of droplets in the instant of the clashing into the sand wall,
- the dynamic viscosity and mass density of
droplets,
- the sand wall porosity,
- the dynamic pressure of the arc-column,
- the pressure distribution in direction z

dy dispersed metal.
Two velocities are deciding on the dynamic
shape of the droplet layer dispersed into
sand in the vicinity of the element-end,
Viz.: one is the burn-back velocity, which
is axial, and second,- the initial velocity
Of droplet penetration into sand, eventually
perpendicular to the axis (Pig.6) . The burn
-back velocity one can calculate, for example by method demonstrated in [9] , whereas
the droplet velocity is not yet possible
even evaluate analytically. What we can do
how is the evaluation of the last velocity
from X-ray images of fulgurites, e.g. taken
from our experiments, in a combination with
the calculated burn-back velocity [9]. The
angleoc (Pig.6) received from those experiments is between abt 25° and 65° and relates
to the test current and the fuse-element gebmetry. Por mean value 45°, assuming penetration velocity perpendicular to the axis, the
penetration velocity shall be equal to the
bum-back velocity. By current density range
1 to 4 kA/mm2the measured bum — back velocity [101 was between abt 1 and 5 m/s correspondingly. This means the droplet penetration velocity of this same order.
The final point with droplet filtering into
sand is on the enthalpy HCQn increase per
Unit volume needed to rais the temperature
from the initial fuse-element temperature to

droplets ■ layer

cA &

(Pig. 4).
$//

The hydrodynamics of that penetration can be
foimulated as follows [15]
-p^G-tßvG2

(2)

where:left hand side means the local pressure gradient in z direction, oC- dynamic coefficient of resistance between sand and droplets due to adhesion,ß- resistance of sand
due to inertia,/A- dynamic coefficient of
viscosity, V- specific volume of metal. Unfortunately all the right hand side parameters are not known quantitatively.
During the droplets filtering through sand
their temperature is decaying eventually up
to the metal solidification, unless immedia^
tely after a heat wave from the arc-column
will overtake the termal conditions of alree-
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Pig. 6 Image of the arc
ij- main current path; ig- partial
current path; v^- burn-back velocity;
Vg- droplet velocity;oC- angle between droplets layer and axis; g - recovery withstand gap between droplets
layers which in fact is the gap after
explosion; a - points of connection

this region is likely due to yet lack of tne

T
drop* To get reasonably good agrement of
Voltage and current traces for the calcula-

tions based upon method

given by

developed tight silica shield, isolating the
arc-column from the dispersed metal. Obviou-r

[10] and

recorded in our experiments we needed to as-

sly the observations described refer

sume Hcon as a variable depending upon test

the fulgutites after completing of interrup-

to

conditions and the fuse-element geometry.

tion. During the arc-burning those galvanic

For Cu, for instance, the magnitudes of the

connections could not exist. But, in any

,H n shall be as in the Tables 1 and 2,
shown in our paper [16] . Those magnitudes

such connections should already become ac-

case, very close to the final current zero

are between o.7 and 1.18 times 10^ J/m^ if

tual due to droplets merging into one con-

the calculating errors of the current have

necting layer. From this follows an impor-

to be not greater than abt 20 %,the voltage

tant behaviour of the fuse during the post-

25 % and the final arc length abt 7 %• Moreover similar enthalpy but for sand Hagshall

arc recovery withstand stage.
2.2 Arc-column behaviour

vary between 4.9 and 7 J/m^ times 109. So a
remark in

It is already well known and is confirmed by

[10] that Hcon shall not necessa-

rily be constant is confirmed by our experi-

Figs.4 and 6 that the arc-column is surroun-

ments and calculations.

ded by a tight tube made from molten sand
which includes chemically bound Cu. Detailed

All said means that also in the Cu case the

inspections of the inner walls of fulgurites

Tdrop shall be higher than the melting temperature and the degree of metal overheating
shall be different for various short-circuit

in an arbitrary distance to the element-end
does not show any axial draugt traces on
those walls. It seems, it witnesses of the

conditions and the fuse-element geometry.

lack of considerable axial plasma jets ori-

Mentioned earlier the dynamic pressure of

ginated in its constricted region in the vi-

the arc-column it seems is responsible for

cinity of electrode-eneds. In

farther pressing into the sand of the liquid

calculation shows, for example, that for co-

metal particles.

ditions corresponding to our experiments,

Another observation from the fulgurites indi-

fact a simple

the overpressure in the vicinity of the ele-

cate that the droplets pressed into the sand

ctrode-ends against arc-column

in the vicinity of the element-end are still

0.1 to 0.5 MPa only. That's why the existing

should be abt

in a direct touch with the arc column. In

approaches which treat the arc as a SiOg

this region is not yet arised any shield ma-

wall stabilized one, of course, are correct.

de from the molten silica sand, which can

Arc is assumed in LTE and characterized by

isolate the arc-column from dispersed metal.

temperature, pressure, cross-sectional area

It denotes that some portion of the current

and velocity of the plasma in perpendicular

±2 in Fig.6 also flows through dispersed
metal in parallel to the current i^ of the

direction to the strip flat surface induced

main feeding path. But due to droplets dyna-

tion process.

mic and their very high temperature the mag-

3. Post-arc recovery withstand

by the column expansion and the opposite ab-

nitude of current ig supposed to be negligi-

Coming back to the fulgurite inspection af-

ble in relation to i^. As a result also electromagnetical influence on the mobile liquid

ter our experiments (Figs.4» 6) one can came
to the conclusions about the post-arc withs-

metal can be omitted.

tand. The processes responsible for recovery

Next important observation based upon fulgu-

withstand are concentrated along two paral-

rites inspection shows that the dispersed

lel paths . One is the gap between the metal

metal (Fig.4) is in very good galvanic con-

layers diperesed into the sand and golvani-

nection with the element-end. Such a connec-

cally connected to the element-ends. The se-

tion exists even up to the farthest droplets

cond is along the molten silica wall. That's

apart to the element-end. Also a galvanic

why a first step in analytical prediction of

connection with the element-end demonstrates

that withstand should be the heat transfer

inner wall of the arc-channel just in the vi-

calculation from the el ongating arc-column

cinity of the element-end. The connection in

to the sand. This heat, first of all, cause
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the growing of molten wall thickness. But
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Lipski

T.,

Generation and propagation

penetrating farher the heat can reach ear-

of the pressure due to the fuse-element

lier dispersed' droplets bringing them even-

disintegration in h.b.c. fuses, Int.

tually to the boiling point. In a result the

Conf. on Gas Discharges and Their Appl-

metal can evaporize giving the elongation of

ications, 1985, Oxford, U.K., 87-90.

mentioned gap.

[8]

Above sketchy description of phenomena ass-

Stokes A.D. and Cao L.J., Ablation arcs
Is Arcs in ice, J.Phys.D.: Appl.Phys.,

ociated with the post-arc recovery withstand
are crucial for the final arc-extinction and

U.K.
[9]

for the time being are awaiting on extensive

Vol.22, 1989, 1697-1701.

Sloot J.G.J., Kalasek V.K.I. and Sikkenga J., A one dimensional mathemati-

investigations.

cal model for the dynamical burn-back

4. Final remarks

velocity of silver strips,

1987, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, 99-111.
[10] Daalder J.E. and Schreurs E.F., Arcing

We tried to give an integrated physical pic-,
ture of the arcing in h.b.c. fuses equipped

phenomena in high-voltage fuses, EUT

within a notched single strip fuse-element

Report 83-E-137, Eindhoven, The Nether-

overloaded by a short-circuit current. The

lands, Technical University.

picture containes some new aspects, among

[11] Ossowicki J. and Pisanko A., Influence

them: droplets formation, their penetration

of the distance of the constriction in

into the sand, the galvanic contact of those

the strip fuse element on broking short

droplets with the element-ends. Moreover a

circuit, VI SAP, 1989, Lddz, Poland,

very crucial for the final arc-extinction

230-236.

problem was mentioned, namely the post-arc

[12]

recovery withstand of the hot fulgurite,

391-399.
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